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It's carnival day.

_Hooray!_ shouts Little Mouse.

_Hooray!_ shouts Littler Mouse.

_Hooray!_ shouts Tiny Mouse.
They plan to ride every ride!

“But don't lose me!”
Tiny Mouse tells his brothers.
They race each other on toy cars.
They go up and down on the merry-go-round.
They ride the winding caterpillar coaster.
They take a spin on the Ferris wheel.
The brothers walk to the balloon cart...
...and they each buy a balloon.

One balloon, two balloons...
"Wait, where is Tiny Mouse?"
Little Mouse and Littler Mouse run to the toy cars.
Tiny Mouse isn't there.
They run to the merry-go-round.
Tiny Mouse isn't there.
They run to the caterpillar coaster.
Tiny Mouse isn't there, either.
They run to the Ferris wheel.

Thank goodness! There is Tiny Mouse!
The Little Mice each buy a glass of sugarcane juice.

One glass, two glasses, three glasses!
What a fantastic day at the carnival.

_Hooray, Hooray, Hooray!_
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A Day at the Carnival
(English)

The three mice brothers can’t wait to visit the carnival. They ride toy cars, go on the Ferris wheel, and visit the balloon shop. After some time, they realize their youngest brother is missing! Where can he be?
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